
Solaxy Group Corp. Launches Phase One of
Orphaned Oil Well Capping Project in
California

Capping orphaned oil wells in California to prevent

environmental hazards and promote community

safety.

Solaxy Group Corp. begins capping 6

orphaned oil wells in California,

addressing environmental hazards and

promoting community safety and

sustainability.

SAN JOSE, CA, USA, July 9, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Solaxy Group is

proud to announce the launch of its

pioneering project to cap orphaned oil

wells in California. This initiative is the

first phase of Solaxy's comprehensive

plan to mitigate the environmental

hazards posed by these abandoned

wells.

Project Overview:

Initial Phase: Capping 6 high-risk orphaned oil wells across California.

Environmental Impact: Preventing groundwater contamination, reducing methane emissions,

The capping of these

orphaned oil wells is a vital

step in our ongoing efforts

to address legacy pollution

and promote environmental

sustainability.”

Danoosh Askarpoor

and safeguarding local ecosystems and communities.

Community Safety: Protecting public health by addressing

the dangers posed by uncapped wells.

Background on Orphaned Wells:

Orphaned oil wells are remnants of decades of oil and gas

development in the U.S., often abandoned without proper

sealing. There are an estimated 3.5 million orphaned oil

and gas wells nationwide, with approximately 130,000 documented. These wells pose significant

http://www.einpresswire.com


risks, including groundwater contamination, methane leakage, and land subsidence.

Key Project Highlights:

Environmental Protection: Capping wells to prevent hazardous gas and substance leakage,

protecting groundwater and reducing air pollution.|

Community Safety: Ensuring nearby communities are not exposed to the risks of uncapped

wells, demonstrating Solaxy’s commitment to public health and the environment.

Sustainable Development: Contributing to natural habitat restoration and promoting a cleaner,

safer environment.

Project Details:

Phase One: Capping 6 high-risk orphaned wells using state-of-the-art techniques for long-term

integrity and safety.

Partnerships: Collaborating with local authorities, environmental agencies, and community

stakeholders to meet regulatory requirements and address community concerns.

Future Plans: Expanding efforts to cap additional orphaned wells across California and other

states, focusing on legacy pollution and ecological restoration.

“We are excited to embark on this critical project,” said Danoosh Askarpoor, Vice President of

Operations at Solaxy Group Corp. “The capping of these orphaned oil wells is a vital step in our

ongoing efforts to address legacy pollution and promote environmental sustainability. We are

committed to making a tangible difference in the communities we serve and ensuring a safer,

healthier future for all.”

Importance of the Project:

Addressing orphaned oil wells is crucial for mitigating the environmental damage from past

industrial activities. Methane emissions from these wells are a potent greenhouse gas,

significantly contributing to climate change. By capping these wells, Solaxy is actively mitigating

climate change and promoting environmental restoration.

Community Involvement:

Solaxy values community input and cooperation. The company is dedicated to ensuring the

voices of those affected by orphaned wells are heard. Through community meetings,

informational sessions, and open communication channels, Solaxy fosters a collaborative

approach to environmental protection and sustainable development.

http://www.solaxygroup.com


About Solaxy Group Corp:

Solaxy Group Corp. is a leading environmental solutions company dedicated to sustainable

development and climate change mitigation. With innovative projects such as reforestation,

clean cookstove distribution, and orphaned oil well capping, Solaxy strives to create a healthier

planet for future generations. For more information, visit www.solaxygroup.com.

Jason Bacon

Solaxy Group Corp.

press@solaxygroup.com
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